
All You Need TO Know About How To
Tame A Horse In Minecraft

For all those long trips far away from your usual base, having a Horse as a mount is always
handy.

In addition to the fact that they are a lot faster to use than basically walking and running,
however, they're sturdy animals.

They are substantially more reliable than using simply an Elytra and are the safest kind of
transport on land in Minecraft.

In any case, before you can bounce on and head out into your next adventure, you initially have
to know how to tame a horse in Minecraft and befriend it.

Finding A Horse

It is relatively easy to Find Horses. They always spawn in a pair of 2 or small groups of up to 6
Horses in total. Regularly you can find a single adult Horse spawning with 1 or 2 baby Horses.

Horses spawn in the Plains and Savanna biomes and all of their variations:
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1. Plains

2. Sunflower Plains

3. Savanna

4. Savanna Plateau

5. Windswept Savanna

Horses can also be tracked down in Villages in almost all biomes. Villagers keep them inside
small closed-in pens and stables.

You won't get any penalties If you take a Horse from a Village and it is safe to do!

Taming a Horse

How to tame a horse in Minecraft? To tame a Horse you won't have to take care of it anything.
You can take care of a Horse Wheat and this is how you breed them and heal them from
damage.

However, to tame one, you have to ride it.

Right-clicking on a Horse with an empty hand (or while holding an Item that cannot be utilized
on a Horse) will cause you to mount it.

Depending on the Horse's temper, you may have the karma of the Horse immediately being
tamed.

However, in many cases, the Horse will probably start you off while rearing on its hind legs. All
you should do is mount it again and be tenacious.

How to tame a horse in Minecraft? When a Horse is tamed you will see heart particles flying
around you and the Horse.

A few Horses are more temperamental and will take significantly longer to tame, others not
really.

A Horse's temperament has nothing to do with its conceivable speed and varieties or patterns,
and it is random.

You will want to enter the Horse's inventory whenever it is tamed. This is where you can prepare
a Saddle and Horse Armor.

A Saddle is expected in request to control the Horse while riding it.



Horse Behavior

Each Horse is special in its specific manner. All Horses vary in temper, which becomes possibly
the most important factor while trying to tame one, yet they also have various rates.

Speed is something that can be bred into a Horse so you can breed the fastest Horse in extra
time.

Horses, when not mounted, shut inside a wall, or tied to a Lead, will wander around the place.

It is great to have a Lead on you in case you have to leave your Horse for a longer timeframe as
it may wander off and get lost.

Horses are unable to safeguard themselves and are Passive. If you are riding a Horse
unfriendly Hordes will attack both you and the Horse, damaging it.

To restore health, feed the Horse Wheat, or think about putting Armor on it.

Horse Armor cannot be crafted, but how to tame a horse in Minecraft however it can be found
as Plunder in various designs, like the Ancient City and others.

Horses cannot swim while being ridden. If you enter a waterway that is at least 2 blocks
profound the Horse will begin to sink before kicking you off.

Essentially push or pull it back to land before mounting it again.

Overall, Horses can take quite a bit of damage and they don't tire while being ridden, making
them sturdier than a Boat or Elytra.


